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ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE 

Built about I for Fleet Cooper Matthis, a member of a very large planter family, this 
house exhibits the most vigorous application of exterior Federal ornamentation in the 
county on its east elevation--pierced by an elaborately detailed tripartite window. The 
two-story, center hall house has a full width double tier porch on the south, front 
facade. Enclosed end bays on the second floor create an unusual gable end profile. 
Resting on a slight knoll 600 yards west of US 421, the vacant house, owned by two great
great-great nephews of the builder, is immediately surrounded by a small clump of pines; 
woodlands and extensive farmlands surround the dwelling. 

The tall, single-pile house with an. attached rear shed rests on.brick and rock piers. 
Mixed bond brick chimneys - the east is larger than the west - terminate the gable end 
roof. The enclosed-end bay second-floor porch is supported by four clusters of four, 
slender, square posts arranged with a shared vernacular Doric capital; pairs of these 
posts serve as porch pilasters. Only the handrail and bottom rail of the second floor 
porch survive; connecting spindles were small and squa~e. The entire porch is engaged 
under the house's roof. Sash are nine-over-nine on the first floor, having a flat sur
round with molded edge, with six-over~six sash on the second floor and west gable. The 
single, central entrance on the first floor porch has a four-light transom and symmmet
rically fluted surround with a base and corner ~locks. The house's cornerboards are 
simply treated. 

The intricately detailed east pedimented gable is one of the most surprising examples 
of vernacular craftmanship found in Sampson County .. The boxed cornice has a large 
band of molding at the top of the frieze; this arrangement continues across both front 
and rear elevations of the house and ends with short returns on the west gable; lacking 
the ornateness of the east gable, it is unadorned, with only a shallow raking cornice. 
The east gable end's raking cornice is modillioned and dentiled. Centered in the east 
tympanem is the three-part attic window with five-pane sidelights flanking the nine-over
six main sash. The elaborate entablature with triglyphs is supported by four intricately
ca~ved pilasters. 

On the rear north elevation are shed rooms; the west shed room, known as the "long room", 
originally extended beyond the west wall of the house; it has been shortened to match the 
west elevation. Behind the house at the northeast corner, connected by porches, was the 
separate kitchen and dining room ell. This ell was removed a number of years ago. 

The interior of the center hall house is plastered, with a molded edge baseboard. Wide 
boards sheath the ceiling. The east parlor mantel is a large classical one with fluted 
pilasters supporting shorter molded pilasters on the frieze, on which rests the shelf. 
A similar mantel, although flat and plain, is in the west parlor. An enclosed stair 
rises from the rear ell room through the west parlor to the second floor, which consists 
of center hall with door to the front porch, a large east bedroom, and a small west 
bedroom. The east bedroom mantel is also large and flat, and supported by two tiers 
of pilasters, with its frieze divided into three sections. The east room also has a door 
to the porch. Access to the second floor porch rooms is only from the porch; both are 
sheathed with wide boards. 
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The only other early remnant of the farmstead is the Knowles family cemetery containing 
three graves. Margaret Knowles was a niece of the builder; she and her husband David 
acquired the property in 1784. A much-deteriorated paling fence surrounds another grave, 
which has sunken; no stone remains. Also on the site are three early 20th century out
buildings. The shed is a frame, weatherboarded structure with front gable roof and side 
sheds. A two-story packhouse also has side sheds and a single six-over-six sash window 
on the second floor. The abandoned square notched tobacco barn has partially been 
covered with asphalt siding; it is rather deteriorated. Also on the farm is a simple 
two-room, gabled-roof tenant house with central chimney and rear sheds and the 1970s 
brick house of one of the owners. The owner's mother has drawn out a map of outbuildings 
as she remembers them from the early 20th century_ Included are several stables, the 
shuckhouse, smokehouse, loornhouse, storehouse, root cellar, washhouse, two wells, privy, 
plow house, chicken house, large corn crib, the buggy house, and the wagon shelter. 

There are six contributing sites/structures within the nomination of the Fleet Matthis 
Farm: The main house, three early 20th century outbuildings, a cemetery, and the collection 
of 15 known sites of outbuildings, including corn crib. buggy house, wagon shelter, chicken 
house, , plow house, stables, wash house, two wells, cellar, loom house, smokehouse, 
privy, and shuck house. 
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I. David C. Knowles - Feb. 20, 1832 - Nov. 4, 1907 
"Gone but not forgotten" 

2. Margaret - May 3, 1840 - Feb. 22, 1914 (wife of D. J. Knowles) 
"Gone but not forgotten" 

3. Edgar L. Knowles - Sept. 9, 1859 - Aug. 19, 1890 
"Beloved father farewell" 
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4. There is no stone within the small grave fence, only a sunken down grave. 
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Built about 1830 for Fleet Cooper Matthis, this house enjoys a remarkably intricate east 
pedimented gable, gloriously detailed with dentils and modillioned cornices and incor
porating an elaboratelyl carved three-part window--the most accomplished Federal-period 
woodwork in the county. The east end gable profile of the house is most striking, ~ith 
the second floor porch's enclosed end bays which rest over a full-width, first-floor 
porch, giving the house a top-heavy appearance. With the exception of these two elements, 
the center hall plan house is a simply detailed late Federal residence. Matthis was the 
grandson of Edmund Matthis who came to the county from Isle of Wright, Virginia; Sampson 
County's large Matthis and Matthews family is descended for the twenty-two children of 
Edmund Matthis. The house was lost by Fleet C. Matthis in a sheriffs sale, and after 
two interim ownerships, was acquired in 1874 by David Knowles (1832-1907). His wife, 
Margaret (1840-1924), was a niece of Fleet C. Matthis. Vacant for a number of years, 
the house, situated on a slight knoll surveying the surrounding Matthis fields and woods, 
is presently owned by two great-grandsons of David and Margaret Knowles, the great-great
great nephews of the builder. Located near the house are the Knowles Family Cemetery 
and three traditional 20th century outbuildings; the packhouse, a shed, and a square
notched log tobacco barn. 

CRITERIA ASSESSMENT 

A. Associated with the development of the county's agricultural character ln the mid and 
late 19th century; representative of the period's large plantations. 

B. The house is the earliest and most substantial of the few surviving Matthis family 
homes in the county, they being one of the area's most prominent and numerous 
families. 

C. Displaying the most exuberant exterior detailing of the county's Federal houses, the 
Fleet C. Matthis House's east gable is a handsome testimony to the quality and viva
cious potential of the area's workmanship. The unusual profile is unique in the 
county. 

D At least fifteen sites of old outbuildings are know and have been mapped by the 
mother of the current owner. A study of these sites is likely to yield valuable 
information about the agricultural practices of the 19th and early 20th century. 



HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

The Fleet Matthis house is located near the southeastern Sampson County community 0 

lors Bridge. The house was buiTt' in the 1830s by Fleet Cooper Matthis. 

Fleet Matthis was one of the many grandchildren of Edmund and Molly Price Matthis, 
the progenitors of many of Sampson County,'s Matthis and Matthews family members. 
Edmund Matthis (1719-1783) and his wife' ~olly (1725-1803) moved to the Taylors 
Bridge vicinity from Virginia about 1743:~ The couple had twenty-two children, most 
of whom lived to adulthood. One of these children, James Matthis (1764-1850), be
came a prominent Sampson County planter and represented the county in the state 
legislature from 1809 until 1818. James Matthis had eight children by his first 
wife, Margaret Sloan (1770-1806), and nine by his second wife, Mary Ann Newkirk I 
(1787-1864). Fleet Cooper Matthis was the third child of James and Mary Ann Matthis. 

The exact construction date of the Matthis house is unknown. Fleet Matthis pur
chased the land on which the house sits from his father in 1839 in a deed which 
makes clear the fact that the younger Matthis was already living on the property. 
Fleet Matthis was born in 1815 which suggests that the hou'se could not have been 
built by him prior to the middle 1830s. Matthis married Elizabeth Ballard in the 
late 1832s and they had four daughters. He had one son by his second wife, Mary 
Matthis. 

The 1850 census shows that Matthis owned J I slaves and 565 acres. His real estate 
was valued at $3,000 and his livestock at $150. He grew 700 bushels of corn, 400 
pounds of cotton and lesser amounts of oats, peas and beans, and sweet potatoes. 
He evidently ran into financial difficulty, however. In 1857, he was forced to sell 
the property at auction to satisfy debts. It was purchased by land speculator 
William Faison who then sold it to his son-in-law, Patrick Murphy, an attorney. 
Murphy subsequently sold the h~use to his daughter Mary and her husband Joseph 
Dickson Pearsall, a physician. 

In 1874 the house was purchased by David J. Knowles who paid $3,]00 for the struc-
ture and 700 acres. Knowles (1832-1906) was related to the Matthis family by 
marriage. His wife, Margaret Robinson (1840-1914) was a niece of Fleet Matthis 
and a granddaughter of James Matthis. The 1880 census credits Knowles with the 
ownership of 600 acres valued at $3,000. Knowles grew 1,800 pounds of cotton, 300 
pounds of rice, and 400 bu~hels of corn. His livestock was valued at $550 and included 
swine, poultry, and sheep. 

Bizzell, Oscar M., ed. The Heritage of Sampson County, North Carolina. Winston
Salem: The Hunter Publishing Company, 1983. 

ACREAGE OF NOMINATED PROPERTY __ ~2_9_7 ____ _ 

UTM REFERENCES 

A ~ r ~ t e ,7 tJ I 3, EJ 6, " 
ZONE EASTING NORTHING 

C ll.J2j 171.! J 2, I 1 I 3, ~ 6,; 
, i 8~ 171 ,~I·!,!5r 13 ,81 6,: 

ZONE EASTING NORTHING 

OlLill 1714,81.'!,! 113.816, ! d -1 'g 
VERBAL B.OUNOA~Y O'ESCAIPTION 

Property consists of that portion of the lands of David J. Knowles shown on the 
plat map attached to David J. Knowles' will, August 4, 1905. Plat map is attached 
and property is outlined in red. 
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David and Margaret Knowles were both leaders in the area Universalist church. David 
Knowles also served on the county school commission. David and Margaret Knowles had 
15 children and 71 grandchildren. Thus the will of David Knowles was somewhat lengthy 
and complex. Eventually the house and over 200 acres came into the possession of his 
youngest son, James Cleveland (Jack) Knowles (1881-1927), his wife, Sarah Owen 
(1883-1938), and their seven children. They continued to farm the land. Jack Knowles' 
death was preceded by a lengthy illness and subsequent financial difficulty. Even
tually the house and a small amount of property were obtained by Knowles' daughter, 
Virginia, and her husband, Chris Matthis s Their son, Roland Matthis, is the present 
owner of the house, which is unoccupied. 

Located near the Matthis house is a small cemetery and a number of outbuildings. Both 
David and Margaret Knowles are buried in the cemetery. The outbuildings are twentieth 
century. 

The Matthis house is one of the oldest houses in Sampson County. Its association with 
the Matthis family and the Knowles family make it historically important as does its 
association with Sampson County's agricultural traditions, both pre-and post-Civil 
War. 

NOTES 

lascar M. Bizzell (ed.), The Heritage of Sampson County, North Carolina (Winston
Salem: Hunter Publishing Company, 1983),490-491, hereinafter cited as Bizzell (ed.), 
The Heritage of Sampson County. 

2Bizzell (ed.), The Heritage of Sampson County, 491; Sampson County Deed Book 26, 
p. 37. 

3Seventh Census of the United States, 1850, Sampson County, North Carolina, Agricultural 
Schedule, Slave Schedule; Sampson County Deed Book 33, p. 397. 

4 
Sampson County Deed Book 40, p. 366; Tenth Census of the United States, 1880, 

Sampson County, North Carolina, Agricultural Schedule; Bizzell (ed.), The Heritage of 
Sampson County, 466-467; information supplied by the owner, Roland Matthis. 

5Bizzell (ed.), The Heritage of Sampson County, 466-467; Information supplied by 
the owner, Roland Matthis. 
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Garland Quadrangle 
Zone 17 Scale 1 62 500 
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